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The 'Brcds beat Western
Kentucky University for the
first time in 24 years over
Spring Break. Read up on che
team's "swing" status in the
sports section.
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Drugs, suspension taint
Racers' glorious season
Authorities arrest Brown, Chiles
before first-round NCAA game
by Mellssa Kilcoyne
News Edllor
After a successful season marked by numerous
accolades and fan adoration, the Murray State
men's baslcetball team faced a cumbersome
obstacle before the start of the NCAA tournament last week when juniors Adam Chiles and
Kelvin Brown were arrested on drug charges.
Chiles was charged with hindering prosecution
and possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Brown was charged with theft for the
unlawful taking of less than $300 related to a gas
station investigation, possession of marijuana
and his second offense of possessing drug paraphernalia.
Chiles, from Louisville, and Brown, from
Lauderhill, Fla., currently await arraignment
after their arrest on March 13.
While Chiles, starting point guard, was cleared
to play for Murray State in the tournament,
Brown. a forward. was not.
Athletic Director E. W. Dennison said the University had to make a decision before the game
about who could play and could not wait on a
judicial determination of guilt.
"We didn't have time to wait unrilthe arraignment in mid-April," Dennison said. "We wanted
to be fair. Just because you're arrested doesn't
mean you' re guilty, so we conducted an extensive investigation."
Dennison said University officials conferred
with the Murray Police Department to gather
information and evaluate if enough evidence was
present to merit suspending the players from the
upcoming game.

"There was enough evidence to suspend
Kelvin Brown, but we didn't feel like there was
enough evidence to :suspend Chiles," he said.
"Students have rights also. and we have to protect those. I'm just glad that we didn't rush to
judgment."
Before coming to Murray State, Chiles played
for the University of Kentucky and was suspended on four occasions for violating team rules.
according to The Cincinnati Post. Officials at UK
would not comment on specifics of the viola·
tions.
According to The Cincinnati Post, a confronta·
tion with Head Coach Tubby Smith was later fol lowed by sus~nsion from the Southeastern Conference Tournament. Chiles and two other players were later dismissed from the team. Chiles
attended Vincennes Junior College before corning to Murray State.
Kelvin Brown came to the University from
Fort Scott Community College.
Dennison said the players· value to the team
was not considered in deciding whether or not
they would participate in the tournament.
"Brown was one of the best players on the
team,.. he said. "The easier road would have been
to go ahead and wait for the courts to decide, but
I stand by our de~ision . We showed no favoritism
based on talent. Whether he had been a star player or a walk on, we treat them nil the same."
Looking back on the basRetball team' s ~oea'lon,
Dennison said he regretted the incident occurred
and overshadowed the players' previous successes.
Head Coach Mick Cronin could not be reached
for ct-imment.

Matta Barnard/The News

Juniors Kelvin Brown (above) and
Adam Chiles (right) were arrested
Man:h 13 on drug-related charges.
The police went to their apartment in
response to a 911 hangup call and
round Chiles outside the apartment.
The officers were invited inside where
they round Brown hiding in a closet.
Rashod Taylor/The News

New dean of libraries discusses
plans for Waterfield renovation
by Heather Bryant

High demand for NCAA tickets
prompts schools to use lotteries,
lists to appease fans, supporters
"Our records indicate that no student who
called before the noon deadline was denied a
ticket,'' Dennison said.
Tickets were also given to boosters, donors.
After the No. 12 seed Racer Basketball team
was notified it would play No. 5 seed Unh·ersi- marketing partners and University officials.
The distribution of Murray State' s 550 tickty of Illinois at Nationwide Arena in Columbus.
Ohio, the Murray State ricket office was nood- ets is similar to other universities.
ed with phone calls.
Richelle Simonson, associate athletic director
Like other universities that sent teams to the at Ohio State University and manager for the
NCAA Tournament, Murray State had to figure men's NCAA Tournament in Columbus, said
out a way to distribute a limited number of tick- Nationwide Arena had almost a 20,QOO.person
ets to players' families, season ticket holders. capacity for the games.
..Each university must take 350 tickets. but is
financial supporters and of course, students.
E.W. Dennison, Murray State's athlelt limited to 550 tickets," Simonson said. "All of
director. said the ticket office received almost the schools took 550 tickets."
Eight schools. including Murray State and
1,500 ticket requests, some of which came from
the univerl'ities of Kentucky and
people not affiliated with the University.
Cincinnati, played fir't and sec·
"What we·ve done in the
ond round games in Columbus.
past is we give tickets
More than 4,000 of the avaiJ.t
first to athletes' parencs.
able 20,000 tickets tJ.ere given
boosters, sea~on ticket
directly to the eight universiholders and students,"
ties.
Dennison said. "We have
Rob Mullens, executive assoa sense of obligution to the
ciate athletic director for the
students and a sense of
University of Kentucky. said
obligation to donors and ~ca
the univt:rsity allotted six tickson ticket holders."
~ ets to team members' families.
Connor Cantrell. senior from
~
Tickets were also sold to athOklahoma City. sai<.l he phoned
letic ~taff, corporate sponsors,
the Murray Stute ticket office
donors. students and Ooard of
between 10 and 10:30 a.m. March
Trustees members.
15 and did not receive a ticket.
":) "The majority of tickets go to
"I called Monday morning. and
~ donors, the general student
the (worker) told me I could put my
E body and university uses: ·
name on the list,'' Cantrell said. "She
< Mullens said.
said l had to tell them why I wanted
}; UK used a lottery system to
the tickets and said I proba!'lly wouldn't
gel tickets. It was my understanding that
""!1...--lllli':~ ~ distribute the I 00 tickets
reserved for students.
they kind of go through the list and give
"Every student (at UK) who
the tickets to whoever they \\ant."
Although Cantrell did not receive a ticket, wanted a ticket received one." Mullens said.
Dean Billick, deputy athletic director at the
Dennison said Ticket Manager Susan Darnell
infonned him all 54 students who called the University of Cincinnati. said the university
ticket office before the noon deadline on Mon- reserved one-fifth of its 550 tickets for students.
Billick said each student could purchase a
day, March 15 requesting tickets to the game
maximum of two tickets. Tickets were also
received a ticket.
The ticket office has no record of Cantrell given to players' families. coaching staff.
calling the office before the deadline, but Den- administration, boosters and donors.
Dennison said he wus pleru;ed with Murray
nison said perhaps he did not leave a credit card
number, which was one requirement for all State"s turnout at the NCAA game.
"We were cenainly well represented in
people a~king to be placed on the ticket-request
Columbus," he said. ''I was very pleased ."
list.

by Vanessa Childers

Contributing Writer

Assistant News Etlitor

Past the sounds of turning pages and
whispers, the office of Laurene
Zaporozhetz sits nestled in a comer of
Waterfield Library.
Zaporozhetz, who was hired as Murray
State's new dean of libraries on March I,
said she's looking forward to hertime at
Murray.
Zaporo7hetz tells everyone to caJI her
"Dr. Z" so the pronunciation of her last
name will not present a problem. She
said her strength lies in her experiences
working with both big and small campuses.
"(My) main responsibilities are to provide service, oversee the budget and
assess what we're doing," she said. "I'm
looking forward to developing an a~sess
ment plan that will show how information skills help Murray State graduates
perform in their careers."
Although she works with college students, Zaporozhetz originally wanted to
work with children.
"I wanted to be a school librarian, and
I worked my way through library
school," she said.
Zaporozhetz was working in the reference depanment when her boss at the
time suggested she work with adults
instead. He told her she had an extreme
amount of patience and would be wonderful as a librarian for adults...Adults
are just big children," he told her, "and
only certain people can work with them."
Zsporo1.hetz brings experience from
library administration at the University
of Toledo in Ohio, Louisiana State University, the University of South Florida,
Bowling Green State University in Ohio,
the University of Oregon and the University of Nebraska.
Zaporo7.hev. wirt play an instrumental
role in the University's plans to renovate
Waterfield Library. The librarian gained
experience with library renovation at
Louisiana State University.
"We built n brand new facility, and we
made sure it had state-of-the-art technology,'' she said. adding that her priorities

Janna Tanner/The News

Laurene Zaporozhetz, dean of libraries, says she spends most of her
administrative time behind a computer screen, not books.
for Murray State ' ~ libraries are upgrades
in maintenance, technology and design .
"We've got programs to work with.
and we have to make sure we have good
technology," said Zaporozhet/..
The sunlight shines through the sheer.
mint green cunains on her oftice window, as she stresses the necessity to have
cozy furniture and welcoming decor in
the new libraries. She said it will be at
least a year before the beginning of
library renovation at Murray State.
Zaporozhetz said the library system
does have some need for revision.
"We need mon! written policies,'' she
said. "We have a long history of oral tradition, and we're going to stan writing
down what we do.·•
She said University President F. King
Alexander has shown the library u gre<~t
deal of support.
"My colleagues are envious because
the president not only says he supports
the library, but gave a portion of his
salary to the library," said Zaporoz.het7.
She said she has had a warm welcome

from everyone.
''Everybody has just been wonderful,''
she said. "This has been the best beginning (at a job) I've e"cr had ."
Jetta Culpepper, special programs
librarian. said she hopes as new dean,
Zaporozhetz will work to update
resources and services with new additions to each.
"l hope ~he finds new ways for the
library to reach oul to the University
community," she o;aid.
Culpepper said Zaporo7hetz has a
wonderful \l.ork ethic and attitude and is
a pleasure to work with.
"We're very happy to have her and to
have an individual with such an outstanding background," she said.
Nancy Jones, Zaporozhett.'s secretary,
said the dean is very knowledgeable and
experienced and is a pleasure to work
with.
,qfhe staff and faculty on campus will
work \Cry well with her," Jones said. "I
think she' ll represent the University
welt: •
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•Police Beat
Sunday, March 21

10:20 a.m. The fire alarm a t

3:26 p.m. A caller from the Carr

Pogue Library was activated.
The responding officer advised
the alarm was malfunctioning.
A report was taken.
4:28 p.m. A faculty member
reported his office door was
open when he went to check his
e-mail. The subject advised
nothing seemed to be missing
from the office.

Health Building reported a
threat from a referee at a basketball game in the building's gym.
A report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.
9:22 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
reported subjects writing with
chalk on the sidewalk in front of
the Doyle Fine Arts Building.
He advised the subjects were
writing ''Happy Birthday" to a
friend. The subjects said they
would clean the sidewalks
Monday.

Friday, March 19
12:04 a.m. An officer reported a

Matta Barnard/The News

Sarah Harley, freshman equine science major fro m Finley, Ill., longes and trains her horse
Bandit in a round pen at the Murray State Equine Center.

Voter registration deadline approaches
for Kentucky's presidential primary
The deadline to register to vote in the upcom·
ing May 18 Kentucky Presidential Primary is
Aprill9.
County Clerk's offices throughout the com·
monwealth will accept voter registration cards
until the end of the business day on Aprill9. All
mail-in voter registration must be postmarked
by the same date.
To obtain a list of county clerks and other
voter registration sites, contact the Kentucky
State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, or visit
www.kysos.com and click on "Elections."

the last day to audit a class. Also, undergraduate
students who plan to graduate in December
need to apply for graduation. Graduation pack·
ets are due to the Registrar's Office by April 6.
For more information, phone the office at 7623380.

Professor to participate in workshop,
one of 16 scholars selected in nation
· Cynthia Gayman, assistant professor of English and philosophy, was selected as one of 16
nationwide scholars to participate in the
Carnegie lnstitute and Vanderbilt University
faculty development workshop.

Registrar's Office announces last day
to drop, audit full-semester courses
Today is the last day to drop a full-semester
course and receive a grade of "W." Today is also

Campus Brir.fly is complied by Vanessa Childers,
assistant news editor.

For a coanplete police beat
listing visit \\'\\'\V.thene\\'s.org

•

NIEON ·~&~H

f/1--v----.. Tunniny & Storag~ Aen tul

10% DISCOUNT Off
Hours

Mon• . Thurs.
a.m. · 10 P.m.
A1. & Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

8

tannine. Packaaes. swimwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0 .!

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Closed~

vehicle on College Farm Road
was having mechanical prob·
lems with the taillights.
6:02 a.m. A Public Safety dispatcher received a phone call
from the call box at Elizabeth
College. The responding officer
advised no one was near the
box, and reported the box was
malfunctioning.

Saturday, March 20
11:55 a .m. The fire alarm at
Pogue Library malfunctioned
and sounded. Central Plant was
notified. Between 11:55 a.m. and
1~33 p.m., 12 alarms in campus
buildings sounded because of a
power outage.
2:37 p.m. A staff member
ad vised a door at Carmen Pavilion was unsecured, but the subject locked it. Central Plant was
advised .

Wednesday, March 24 ·

12:15 p.m. A caller from Hester

9:01 a.m. A caller reported bro-

College reported u n wanted sexual contact by an acquaintance.
A report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.
10:20 p .m . The Calloway County Sheriff's Office requested
assistance from Public Safety in
locating a subject wanted for an
attempted m u rder. Officers
were notified .

ken glass on Main Street. Facilities Management was notified.
10:39 a.m. University Grounds
Crew officials reported a dump·
ster lid scratched a vehicle in the
Regional Special Events Center
parking lot. The responding
officer took a private property
damage report.
Racer Escorts: 3
M otorist Assists: 1

Tuesday, March 23
a .m . A caller from
Corvette Lanes reported a n
unknown individual assaulted
her near the Lowry Center . The
Murray Police Department was
also notified . A rep ort was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.

12:21

M~ln
STREET

~1lt!tC

Arrests: 0

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by P~lblic 1
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

A utho ri zed dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!

Please stop in
or visit us on the Web at
www.mainstreetguitars.com

(270) 759-0420
or mnstrtmsc@earthlink. net

.

.

beth CoUege reported juveniles
on skateboards in front of the
I
res1dence hall. The caller
advised the subjects were
yelling at individuals as they
walked by the college. The
responding officer issued a verbal warning to the subjects.
5:51 p.m. A ca ller from Hester
College reported a male subject
sitting on an office chair and
rolling it around in the residence ha11's parking Jot. The
subject advised he would stop
riding the chair around the lot
and.load it into his vehicle.

Monday, March 22

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: PING PONG OR POOL ANYONE? :
•
••
/~*~
••
\qJl
•
••
•• The National Society of Collegiate Scholars
••
Is Hosting a Campus-Wide
•
••
••
••
•• Make a team with a Student Organization or just grab a group of 6 •••
•
friends! 4 pool players & 2 ping pong players.
••
:
$15 entry fee for all 6 players.
••
•
Great prizes awarded to winning teams/
'
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

2:36 p.m. A caller from Eliza-

Thursday, March 18

Hours: 10 a.m.· 5 p.m. (Mon.- Fri.)
& 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Sat)

Guitar Lessons Available

QuesUons: nscsOmurraystate.edu • Mary Kttlryn Cash at 4011 • Tim Travis at 2215 •

•

for

•

ecttons

Vote from April I9 at' 9 a.m. through April 2I at 9 a.m.

POSITIONS
President

Vice President Secretary
Senator Positions

Treasurer

, College of Business & Public Affairs • College of Education
College of H ealth Science & Human Services • College of Humanities & Fine Arts
College of Science, Engineering & Technology • School of Agriculture • At-.L arge
•

Applications may be picked up in the SGA Office,
1st floor of the Curris Center or online at www.msusga.com
Applications due in the SGA Office on Mon., April 15 by Noon.

GET INVOLVED!

.., -
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Exchange program adds opportunities
by Ch arissa Acree
Contrihuting Writt:r
Several Murray State students will
broaden their horizons next year when
they attend other college campuses
through the National Student Exchange
program.
In a meeting on Monday, 14 Murray
State upperclassmen learned where they
will spend their fall and spring semesters.
The National Student Exchange is a
group of 171 colleges and universities that
enroll almost 4,500 participants each year.
Student'> study at other universities in the
United States and its territories without
paying out-of-state tuition.
"The National Student Exchange gives
students the opportunity to see other parts
of the United States they ordinarily wouldn't get to see," Ross Malone, director of
Career Services, said.
Ryan Polclynski, sophomore from
Nashville, Ill., traveled to St. Croix University in the Virgin Islands last fall. This
fall, he plans to attend the University of
Anchorage in Alaska.
"I'm excited about this fall," Polczynski
said. "1 have a cousin who's been (to Alas-

ka) a lot. She says it is one of the coolest
places she's ever been."
Other students use the NSE program to
build on their academic interests.
Sarah Greene, junior from Murray. will
be attending the University of Hawaii at
Manoa in the: fall and plans to learn more
about the tropical environment.
"'I've always wanted to go to Hawaii,"
Greene said. "It seems like such a different
lifestyle from here. 1 hope to come back
with both educational and cultural experiences."
The NSE is providing Yukiko Hibino,
sophomore from Obihiro, Japan, with the
chance to spend a semester in Canada,
where she later plans to anend graduate
school.
"1 came to the United States two years
ago. and I learned a lot and met many,
many different people," Hibino said.
"Now, I want to go somewhere else to
meet more people and learn more thmgs "
Malone said the program is beneficial to
its student participants because it offers
them the opportunity to have experiences
they wouldn't have in Murray.
"(The program) takes the student out of
his or her comfort zone and ullows them to

by Rob Whitfield
Slaff Wruer

Brink Shinn (left), freshman from Bowling G reen, and Yukiko Hibino, soph~
more from Obihiro, Japan, fill out sun:eys distributed at the exchange meeting.
grow personally and to solidify their career
plans,'' he said.
Participants In the program must have a
cumulative GPA of 2.5 and may apply in
the Career Services Office located in Ordway HaiL Students notify program coordi·
nators of the colleges they are intere~ted in
attending and apply for accepwnce there.
· Some financial aid and :.cholarships can
be applied to the cost of NSE. and Malone
said some positions are still available for

Kentucky governor launches
substance abuse prevention plan

Staff Report

by Elizabeth cawein

Public Safety advises students to take
precautions when walking after dark
around campus after a recently reported
assault.
According to a campuswide e-mail, a
!female student reported Tuesday to Pubilic Safety she was grabbed while walking
linear the Lowry Center at 12:05 a.m.
The woman reported a man
1
approached her and grabbed her arm. She
I:said she yelled and struggled free to call
for help.
11 The suspect was described as a black
male between 5 feet 10 inches and 6 feet
! ~tall. He was reported Ill have a slender
ll;tthletic build and was last seen wearing
(.jeans and a dark shin.
Public Safety officials recommend
11
walking with a partner after dark or
!!phoning 2222 for an on-campus escort.
liThe department also suggests using
lighted sidewalks, avoiding secluded
areas and reporting su:.picious activity.

Staff Writer
Substance abuse was the topic at hand
when community members gathered in
Paducah Tuesday as part of the Kentucky
Drug Summit, an initiative started by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher in February.
Jamie Neal, public information officer
for Statewide, the Drug Control Assessment Summit. called the Paducah public
input meeting a success with 138 people in
attendance.
'They're not just professionals in these
fields. they've taken time off work and out
of their day to come and have their voices
heard," Neal said.
The Paducah regional meeting is the
eighth of 16 scheduled in the state. Neal
said the discussions allow citiLens to voice
concerns in three major areas of drug control including enforcement, treatment and
prevention·education.
The Kentucky Drug Summit is com-

j

1

1

the 2004-05 school year.
"Students may pay the in-state tuition at
the college or university they are attending," said Malone. "But they may also
choose to pay Murray St;"tte's tuition
inf.tead."
Next year's students are looking forward
to the experiences they will gain.
Said Polczyn~ki : "J feel that it is important to travel. You should get your education and see the world at the same time."

prised of government officials and is headed by Lt. Gov. Steve Pence. The meetings
are run by members of a sub-committee
appointed by original summit members.
After the 20-week prognun, Neal said
the summit will review existing programs
on substaoce abuse in Kentucky und make
recommendations to Fletcher.
''We want to ensure that Kentucky is
making the best use of its money when it
comes to drug enforcement,'' Neal said.
"We can't say for sure \.\hat will come out
of the summit right now, because we' re
basing our recommendations on what the
public has to say at these meetings."
She said citizens at the meetings include
public officials, former drug ad~icts and
parents of overdose victims.
"People talk about programs. what's
going on in their communities nnd what
they would like to see happen in Kentucky,'' Neal said. "These are the people we
really want to hear from because they are
the ones who live and work in the commu-

nities and face thi~ head on."
Neal said other than the meetings, data is
being collected through questionnaires
available at www.kydrugsummitky.gov.
In a message to Kentuckians on the Web
site, Fletcher wrote. "The substance abuse
problem in our commonwealth affects all
of us, and it isn't going away. It is costing
our communities and young people their
health and happiness and our taxpayers the
money it takes to fight the eroblern."
Summit funding comes from asset forfeiture funds, money from the Kentucky
police and vehicle enforcement. Each
group donated $75,(X)0, pulled from money
seized from drug traflickers. The
Appalachia High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area also don<~ted $10.000.
According to the Drug Enforcement
Administration Web site, Kentucky's
m<tior drug issue is methamphetamine.
"Meth usage among teenagers is significantly higher in Kentucky. 12.7 percent,
than the national avernge of 9.1 percent,''
according to the DEA.
The DEA e~timates the number of laboratories seized in Kentucky ~•I most doubled
from 66labs in 1999 to 120 labs in 2001.
The official report will be presented to
Fletcher on June 28
- 1\.

Chinese &- Mexican Buffe t

2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
Murray

759-2348

Students following the 2005-07 undergraduate
catalog may graduate sooner bt.'Cause of a reduction
in minimum required hours, Gary Brockway, vice
president of Academic Affairs, said.
The change, which resulred from a joint proposal
from the offices of the Provost and Registrar passed
by the academic council, alters the minimum hours
required for graduation from 128 to 120, he said.
"It's really to bring us in line with other universities," said Brockway. " It is a (Southern Association
of Colleges nnd Schools) requirement that you have
to have at lea:;t a 120 hours minimum requirement."
Donna Harris. registrar, said the change was also
made to benefit students.
"We looked at \.\hat the SACS minimum (requirement) is, and we thought: " 'y not? This is a good
idea. II benefits our students," she said.
Brockway said although the change is not
required. programs that do change will speed their
respective students· graduation.
··11 doesn't mean that all programs \\ill end up
with I 20 hours," he said. ··only those who want
(their requirement) to be 120 hours."
Programs that mandate several free electives are
most likely to change. Brockway said.
Harris said the reduction of minimum hours could ·
lead to changes in programs across the Unive~ity.
"The proposal is just the beginning of what could
be some changes on campus," she said.
Sharon Gill, faculty senate president. said she
believes the change is beneficial.
"I think it will be helpful because many of our
programs require so many hours," she l'aid. ''Students tend to take far too many hours per semester,
and they really can 'I do a good job studying."
Betty Blodgell, dean of the college of Heallh Sciences and Human Services, said some programs will
have to keep their current requirement<>.
"Many of the programs in (Health Sciences and
Human Services) are bound by very strict accreditation requirements," she said.
Brocl.."\\'UY said he is ortimistic the changes will
positively affect ~tudent<;.
Said Bnx:kway: "Allowing students to graduate in
120 hours .•. means that in some cases, they don't
have to go to that additional summer school or additional semester."

Janna Tanner/The News

Drug summit allows citizen input

Student reports
assault near
Lowry Center

406 N. 12th St

Officials
approve
proposal

salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream

1004 Paris Road
Mayfield
247-8188
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Opinion EdJtor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-446ti

Media censorship intolerable, illegal
OurV1ew
IssuE:
T HE STUDENT
G ovERN MENT

Which celebrities would
you like to see hook up?
Why?

AssOCIATION AT
B ELLARMINE
U NIVERSITY IS
ATIEMPTING TO
CUT NEWSPAPER

"Queen Latifah
and Justin
Timberlake.
because he would
like her juicy lips
and fabulous I
legs."

FUNDING
BECAUSE IT RAN
NEGATIVE STORIES
ABOUT THE
ORGANIZATION.
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SG A's ATIEMPT AT

junior. Murray

CENSORSHIP IS
UNCONSTITUTION-

"Marlin Murphy
and Alicia Keys,
because I feel that
both of us have a
secret love for
each other that
hasn't come out
yet."

AL AND
COMPLETELY
UNACCEPTABLE.

Marlin Murphy
frfl6hman, Jackson, Tem

"Johnny Depp
and Keira Knightly, because they
were good together in 'Pirates of
the Caribbean' "

The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of ''The Murray
State News. " The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
Earlier this semester, we ran an editorial supporting Northern Kentucky's student-run newspaper. ''The Northerner,"
when the university's Student Government Association threatened to take control of the paper's fund ing.
We recently Jeamed another Kentucky
university is facing a similar situation and
is in need of support.
The SGA at Bellarmine University is
proposing eliminating the stipends of editors at the school's newspaper, "The Concord."
·
The SGA's justification for this proposal is primarily the belief that the organization has been insufficiently or negatively
covered by "The Concord ...
Erica Osborne, editor-in-chief of "The
Concord," said the new legislation was
suggested after the newspaper ran the
question, "Do you believe Jake Wolf has
done a good job as SGA president this
year?"
SGA highly criticized the question, saying it was 'lmean" and unethical and have
since begun the process of creating new
school legislature to eliminate some of
the newspaper's fu nding.
There is absolutely no justification for a
government entity, whether it is the student government of a university or the

'The News' should apologize
for offensive movie review
To the editor:

f~n. Marlon
1••

"Oprah with Rick
James, because
he's Rick James.
bitch."
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U.S. federal government. to have censor- sored every time they criticized the govship control over the media.
ernment, there would be nothing left to
'The Concord" editors have the right to read.
think, speak and print their opinions withNot to mention the United States would
out fea r of demotion. lfBellannine won't lose one of its founding principles and
protect that right, the U.S. Constitution most cherished rights.
Either way, we hope the members of
will.
The actions of Bellannine 's SGA are Bellarmine's SGA aren't planning to purillegal, intolerable and unAmerican. After sue political careers after graduation.
all, if professional newspapers were cen- They wouJd never survive.
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University communtty's source for information.

Our goal is to present that information In
a lair and unbiased manner and also pro·
v1de a free and open forum for expression
end debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a handson learning environment for those students
interested 1n journalism or other ftelds relating to the producllon of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its ed1tors should be free to develop
their own editonal and news policies.
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free .
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wtlson Hall.

According to Webster, slander is "a false
report maliciously uttered and tending to
injure the reputation of a person." The
movie review, "The Passion of the Christ,"
in the March I l issue of the paper was slanderous, libelous and unprofessional. In fact,
the review contained more paragraphs
defaming Adam Mathis than paragraphs
reviewing the controversial movie.
The anicle contained false and libelous
reports of Mathis' character insinuating that
Mathis thinks girls are "asking to get raped"
by clothing (or lack of) wom during wanner
months. is a "peeping Tom" and "whacked
out" becnuse of his religious beliefs. 1 read
the opinion article by Mathis to which
Justin Bontrager refers in his review and do
not find any of the above statements ju..<>titiable.
I am appalled the paper deemed these
slanderous accusations "print worthy"
material I am aware of the fact that each
person is entitled to speech freedoms, but
libel does not fall under this freedom and is
a criminal offense.
It would be wise for "The Murray State
News" staff to review the penalty for those
convicted of libel and slander. It should be
noted that it is not just the author who may
be held accountable for the printed material.
And as journalists. you should check the
"Briefing on Media Law" section of your
AP Stylebook.
According to Bontrager, "most of the
world's population isn't Christian" and a
non-Christian will not, most likely, tum the
other cheek. which is what Jesus requires of
Christians (Matthew 5:39), when malicious
material is published that defames the
character of an individual.
I expect to see retmctions and an apology
to Mathis in your next edition. Lastly,
according to Webster, an apology is defined
as "an expression ofregret for a wrong."
Amy Algood
senior
Murray

Review focuses on personality
attack, rather than movie ·itself
To the editor:
In your March I I edition. your so-called
movie review of "The Passion" crossed the
lines into unprofessionalism.
Other than a couple of paragraphs and
sentences about the movie itself, the anicle
was a personal. aggressive and demeaning
slam on another human being and his religion. Readers of your opinion section will
make up their own mind about Mathis'
beliefs, views and chamcter. Taking those
kinds of uncalled for, belittling and arrogant
pokes at Mathis and his faith is not the
staffs job, especially under the gui~e of a
"movie review."
Furthermore. claims proposed in the
review's opening paragraphs completely

contradict Mathis' closing words printed in
the March 6 edition .
The author and the paper should openly
apologize.
Stick to reviewing movies for their entertainment value or Jack thereof. and leave the
judgments to Jesus. Afterall, he tells all of
U'> to "love our neighbor us yourself' and
:·not to judge others, because, in the same
way, you will be jUI.lged."
None of us enjoys having faults exposed
or receiving unconstructive criticism. I
applaud Mathis for taking a strong stance in
the face ofadversity and ridicule. He knows
it will happen and yet has courage to face il.
Someone else in the anicle had courage too;
Jesus, who willingly died for our sins and
rose again .
Jon Wilke
senior
Murray

'The Passion' movie reviewer
misunderstands movie, religion
To the editor:
A couple of weeks ugo. I read a very outspoken article in "TI1e Murray State News"
written by Justin Bontrager, who was seem·
ingly quite upset by a previous anicle, written by one Adam Mathis, about what
women wear. After rending both of these
articles thoroughly. I couldn't help but feel
the urge to express my own views about
these exposel>.
First. I would like to state my defense for
Mathis. rt took a lot of gut:; to publish what
he did. The fact he even brought such an
issue proves that. After studying the anicle,
I seriously doubt he was trying to "add to
the climate of fear that women have to live
in daily."
He brought this to our attention as an act
of Jove. Most guys probably don't perceive
looking upon a woman in lust as a problem.
or even as a bad thing. Howe.. er. it is most
definitely a problem, and giving in to such
temptation is degrading to women. A!> for
the clothing issue, let's leave it at this: 1
have to agree with Muthis that some girls
could wear a little more than they do. but
I'm not going to try to tell them what to
wear (especially not long, black robes)
because what they wear is between them
and their god nnd is none of my bu..<iiness.
Now, about Bontrager's view of the
movie "The Passion of the Christ." I had
some trouble understanding some of the
things he mentioned because, quite frankly.
they didn't muke any sense to me. He
seemed to miss the entire point of the movie
- to show how truly great is the love that
the Father has lavi!.hed on us.
In ~aying that, I mean this; Bontrager
points out he doesn't know "hy it's more
socially acceptable to show someone getting beat to death than having ::;ex. Well, for
staners, and this is slightly off subject, 1
wouldn't say it is more :-,t,cially acceptable.
There are just as many movies, if not more,
that show premarital sex and nudity than
. violence.
Furthermore, Bontrager is trying to C()m·

pare two different types of Jove. One, in my
opinion, isn't even real love, only two people trying to find the satisfaction of a healthy
marital relationship by excluding all the
other chardcteristics.
No lock opens with a key that has only
been notched in one of the many spo.IS needed to be notched. The other love here, however. seems quite real; how could anyone
show greater love 10 someone else than to
die for them so they might find life abundantly?
l must agree with Bontrager when he says
"all the violence and blood in the world can't
make up" for a movie's "mediocre cinematography and unfocused script;" but alt of
Jesus' blood can make up for all the sins of
the world, and that's what this movie is all
about.
Showing that Christ loved us so much he
was willing to bleed and die for alt our sins
so we might find life with Him here on eanh
and eternal life with Him in heaven.
To accept Christ's gift of life is as easy a<>
ABC. First you must genuinely Admit you
are a sinner. Then you must Believe that
Christ died for those sins to cleanse you
once and for all and ask Him to forgive you.
Finally, you must Commit, or hand your life
over to Him.
To Bontrager, I say, if you want to go to
helt like you said you did in your article (a
rather depressing concept). then that's your
choice. But, I would strongly encourage you
and everyone else reading this to give Jesus
Christ a try. You won't be disappointed.
Bo Harris
freshman
Cunningham

Despite bloody, violent content,
'Passion' sends good message
To the editor:
How can someone take two entirely different concepts and merge them into one? I
am referring to Justin Bontrager·~ article on
"The Pao;sion'' in the March I I edition. He
made it very clear that he does not know
much about Christianity. so he decided to
see "The Passion" to help him understand
Adam Mathis' perspective better.
Perplexing. Regardless of whether I agree
with Mathis or not, Bontrager chose to par·
allcl Mathis' opinion about clothing to the
suffering of Jesus Christ, which is truly a
fallacy.
What do these two things have to do with
each other? Absolutely nothing. Bontrager
chose to take the opinion of another (Mathis) and express his skewed perception of
him
·
Then Bontrager watched n historical
account of an actual happening and obviously did not understand the historical significance. The movie was made to express
in a visual form what Jesus Christ did for the
entire human mce. 'The Passion" brought
into view what happened to Jesus 2000
years ago. but it is for all of us today.
Jesus is not a "character." He is the Son of
God and every "punch. kick, flog. spit,
abuse," as well as the crucifixion, was for all
of us. Christ paid the price of our sins 10 keep

'

us from going to "deprt!~sing" hell if we
believe in Him nnd accept why He suffl!red
,md then died on the cross.
Yes, the movie i'> gory, but that is what
JeSU!i went through. Crucitixtions really happened, and people really watched By the
way,lhe ending gave us a view of Jesus' glorified body. I wonder if Bontrager stayed
until the end of the movie and saw the vic tO·
ry over death by Christ's resurrection, which
Gandhi and the Rolling Stones were not able
to accomplish.
There <~re a couple of other things I would
like to address about Bontrager's anicle.
First, I did read Mathis' commentary about
women's clothing and l have no fear of
being mped because of what 1 wear nor
because of what the article said.
Second, Mathis in no way said women
need to wear the anire of Biblical times. but
stated women should be modest. therefore..
expressing another of the many fallacies in
Bontrager' s article.
Third, "most of the world's population
isn't Christian,'' but Christianity has more
member.; than any other religion in the world
(www.adherents.com).
Finally, l am sony Bontrager did not find
this to be a good film. Although it is violent
and bloody. it sends a message of hope. truth
and comiction. I hoPe that Bontrager will
actually search out for himself before reacting on his emotions and expressing an uninformed opinion again.
Carla Westbrook
junior
Murray

Administrators fund athletics,
while neglecting needy library
To the editor:
As a graduate of Murray State, holding
both a B.S. and M.A. from the University, I
would like toknow if the ceasing of I he AlhJetic Depanmcnl's hiring of hostes!;eslcomfort girls for the male athletes would allow
the University more money for academics'!
I know the funding of the Murray State
libraries has been a problem for years and
the hiring of women by the Athletic Department has also been going on for years.
The libraries need to be better funded, an<J
the immoral policy of hiring ho::.tesses fOT
the male athlete~ is archaic. How much
money is spent yearly on the hiring of host·
esses? Where has the money come from ?
Are there any other like programs going
on at Murray State that the public shoulil ·
know about'!
Gregory S. Miller
alumnus
Murray

Wrbtous

"The Murray State News" welcomes c:onl-"'
mentaries and letters to the cditcf. Letteni
shoUld bo :300 words or fewer and mul$t bel
lgned.

Contributors should include
and: phone numbers for verifi~
Ilion. Pleas& mclude hometown. claaifica·
'liOI). tide oc relationship to the Univctsity:
~
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Fan .experiences nostalgia at game
In My
Opinion

jAKE
LOWARY
"THERE HAS
NEVER BEEN A
BETIER TIME TO
BE A RACER
FAN, DESPITE
THE TEAM'S
RECENT PITFALL
IN THE

NCAA

T OURNEY. ALL
THINGS ASIDE,
AM PROUD TO
CONSIDER
MYSELF A
DIE-HARD
RACER."

I

Being raised amidst the tobacco fields of
western Kentucky and the endless cornfields
of central Illinois. 1 learned the importance
of college basketball. Confused'! Let me
explain.
Recently, I had the awesome opportunity
to venture to Columbus, Ohio with the Racers to watch my childhood team, Illinois,
with my adulthood team, Murray State. I
also watched a couple of games with one of
collegiate ba<>ketball's icons.
I was born in Champaign-Urbana, Dl.,
where the University of lllinois is located.
The campus is enonnous to say the least. l
am not an expert, but l would estimate it to
be nearly five times the size of our humble
abode in western Kentucky.
My mother worked there as a biochemist,
which l will never fully understand, and my
father worked at Kraft Foods. He is a native
of the area, and like most parental figures, he
naturally imposec.l his will on his offspring.
1 accompanied my father to football
game~ and basketball games on a regular
basis. We were like two peas in a pod on
game days. We experienced it all, the tailgating. the cheerleaders, the sea of orange
and blue and who could forget the battling
chants of I-L-L and 1-N-l across Memorial
Stadium.
Basketball season was much the same.
The same vastness of orange and blue and
the same un<lying spirit that I grew woefully
attached to over the years was always thick
in the air
These were the days of Illinois greatness
on the gridiron and on the court. These were
the days of Andy Kaufman, Kendall GiU and
Jeff George.
· As with nearly everything in life. things
change, and things come to an end. I moved
on, grew up and found myself in Murray.
This is where 1found my new team, the Racers.
Ever since l showed up in Murray, no
wait, ever since 1998 when the Racers faced
Georgia in the tirst round of the NCAA

LOG\C

Tournament, 1 have been a fan.
Enter Mick Cronin.
This man has done an extraordinary
amount in the I I months he has spent in
Murray. He has totally revamped Racer basketball, with the help of nine class-act
seniors.
He has brought more fans, more attention
and an Ohio Valley Conference Championship to the Purchase area. Not bad for the
first go-round.
There has never been a better time to be a
Racer fan, despite the team's recent pitfall in
the NCAA Tourney. All things ao;ide, I am
proud to consider myself a die-hard Racer.
On March 14, the NCAA detennined
which teams would battle each other for the
2004 NCAA basketball championship.
Needless to say, it was a real shocker to hear
the Racers were going to square off against
the Illini in the first round of the tournament
As soon as I found out the Racers. my new
team, were going to play the lllini, my old
team, my excitement went through the roof.
I called my dad, and he opted to forego the
typical"Hello," and simply said, "You lucky
SOB." I could hardly wait to see the most
memorable game of my life.
Now that the dust has settled, I have had
some quality time to reflect and analyze
what happened. And that is simpler than one
might expect The Racers lost. Plain and
simple, they lost as many thought they
would.
I can't say anything failed to meet my
expectations. I was impressed by both teams
regardless what the numbers say. The Racers
did everything they could to beat the Illini.
In the end, the Racers lacked the size and
speed to keep up with the regular-season Big
Ten champions.
Enter Nolan Richardson.
For those of you who do not follow college basketball, Richardson coached the
Arkansas Razorbacks for nearly two decades
and won a national championship during that
time. He is considered one of the greatest

coaches of all time and is compared to Dean
Smith. Coach K and Pitino.
After I recuper.tted from the excitement of
the Racers' game, I had a chance to watch
UK play Florida A&M. I was walking to my
seat, past Lesley Visser, Matt Goukas and
Dick Enberg when I looked up and saw
Richardson was sitting near my seat.
It turned out, he was one row behind me
and three seats to my right Next to him was
his wife and a very vocal woman who turned
out to be the wife of UAB Head Coach Mike
Anderson, Richardson's protege.
Like any fan would. 1 got his autograph
(by the way he writes like a chicken) and
told him how great he was. I moseyed back
to my seat and commenced watching UK
beat up on Florida A&.."vt.
I sat through two games with him and
Anderson's wife, both the most vocal spectators I think l have ever seen. There was an
older couple directly behind me who contributed to the mayhem and were quite funny
with their comments. Just picture your
grandmother, in a green and black business
suit,
shouting at the top of her lungs "You guys
stink!''
Now that the Racers are done and the
Wildcat'! have been beaten, the state of Kentucky has no chance of bringing home a
national championship. We have no one to
cheer for now.
My sug__srestion is to support the team who
knocked the Racers out of contention. That
way we know the Racers lost to the best and
not some podunk team from Jllinois.
As I write this, the lllini are gearing up to
play Duke in Atlanta. Since No. I seeds have
had a problem winning. it should be a good
game.
Let's hear it, I-L-L-1-N-I!

Jake Lowary is the spons editor for "The
Murray State News. "
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Hillary Powers, freshman from Kirksey,
has. decided to try a new look, much to the
dismay of her roommate and suitemates.
"There have been so many drastic
changes since she moved in with us," lenni
Hutchenson, junior from Paducah and Powers' roommate, said. "It's just that the stiletto
heels and the feather boas are getting to be a
bit much."
Powers' roommate and suitemates are
extremely concerned with Powers' new look,
but none of them feel comfortable speaking
with her about it. They said Powers has made
extreme changes in her wardrobe, most of
which feature a goth-like flavor.
"I mean, she looks like total trn.o;h,"
Hutchenson said. "When I knew her before
college, she was nonnal, and now she looks
like death warmed over.''
However, Hutchenson said talking about
Powers behind her back allowed them to let
off a little steam without hwting her feelings.
"It's not like we're mean or anything.''
she said. "It's just that none of us wants to
burst her bubble."
She said Powers started experimenting
with her looks by wearing black lipstick and
pale foundation and lhen dyed her hair black.
"It really started getting bad when she let her roots show," Hutchenson said, shuddering. "Then she started in with the mini skirts, the
feather boas and all that other stuff.''
Powers' suitemate, Heather Jackson, sophomore from Lexington.
said she is also uncomfortable about approaching Powers.
"I mean, she'll probably just yell at me for not understanding real
pain and then slam her door," she said. '1'hen she'll spend three hours
loded in her room crying over gay baby dolphins or destitute ostrich-

es."
Jackson said at first, the changes in Powers' appearance were minimal. but soon they began taking over her entire persona.
"(Powers) just became difficult to hang out with,'' she said. "Once
she got into death metal and said it 'spoke to her' we just couldn't handle it anymore."
Emily Donnelson, junior from Centrallia, Ill., and Powers' suitemate, said she is not opposed to Powers' new look, but she wishes it was
not so extreme.
"We all change during college," she said. "But we all don't change
quite so drastically."
Donnelson said she is concerned for Powers' well-being.
"She can't just Jive like that for the rest of her life," she said.
Kelly Bowman, Powers' resident adviser, said many freshmen go_
through ;m experimental stage in which they try different personalities
lO fin<! themselves.
"We just need to be patient with her," she said. "While she's learning about communicating her own individuality, she many have a lransitional period in which she experiments with her dress."
Bowman said it is not like Powers' is the ftrst freshman to make a
fashion change.
"1 mean, I took a pretty hanJ tum toward the goth look my freshman
year, and I recovered nicely." Bowman said, straightening her sorority·lcuered sweatshirt. "It's just SQmething you learn to get over when
you lind your place,"
Although Bowman offers some comfort, both Hutchens and Jackson
said they can't take much of what they consider her erratic behavior.
"She's like totally changed," Jackson said. "If she keeps this up,
we're totally not going to be able to live with her next year. Of course,
she'll probably want to live with freaks like herself anyway."

Melissa Stonebnga is a faux· news columnist for "The Mu"ay State
News."

Madrid train bombing creates 9-11 atmosphere in Spain

by Tera Rica Murdock
There are momcntlt when you're abroad
when it suddenly hits you - I'm in another
country.
Over Camavales I 6 people from our group
went to Sevilla in the south of Spain. After
touring the Cathedral and running through the
rain to lind a place to eat, we decided we wanted to sit and have a drink. One of the locals
directed us down a dark alley and told us that
the bar with the red door would be worth a
visit. We walked in to lind a place decorated
like a coal mine with low ceilings and large
fires and headed to the b<.~ck to sit at some Johg
cafeteria tables.
The place W<L<; packed, and we managed to
squeeze our way to the bar to order the \peciaJty, champagne with whipped cream and
cinnamon, called "Agua de Se' ilia." While we
~ere sitting there, two men with guitars got up
on a little platform and startecJ playing flamenco music. After a few songs. one of the guys
invited pt.'<'ple to get up itnd dance. Several
people immediately started !he hand movements and paired up. Everyone from my group
was sitting there with their mouths open - we
were really in Spain!
As I'm writing this, I've been studying in
Segovia, Spain for 10 weeks and have three
weeks left in my stay. I've already found that
trying to relate my experience is something

that's very hard to do. 1 really can't come right
out to say how this trip has affected me, but I
can describe some events to give you a feel of
my experience.
Spain is a country that's altogether different.
First of all, the country are very proud to be
from Spain and will unite for the good of the
Spanish people. Two weeks ago, on March I I .
I woke up to hear the cries of my host family,
then they told me the news about the terrorist
attacks in Madrid.
By the end of the day, we learned that more
than 200 people had died and about I,400
more had been injured. The atmosphere wa<>
exactly like that in the States after September
I I - everyone was confused, wanted to find
the people at fault and, above all, wanted to
return to a nonnal life.
'
The day after the attacks, March 12, President Aznar called for manifestations in the
streets of every city against terrorism. Fifty
thousand people live in Segovia; of that,
40,000 were in the streets, lifting hands painted white, demanding an end to terrorism. Of
the 40 million people nationwide, 12 million
were in the streets. This experience really
defined the spirit of the Spanish people for me
-proud and willing to fight for their own.
However, Spain is becoming more and more
European. This weekend we went to visit
Granada. In our hostel we met two people from
Gennany, two from Denmark, one from England, one from Switzerland and one from
France. It is so easy to travel between countries
in the European Union that many college-aged
people choose to spend weekends or to work in
another country.
All of the people we met were able to speak
at least three language.<;, and many were able to
speak more. The magazines all look at trends
in other European countries, and the newspa·
pers· main focus is international news. This is
true mostly of the larger cities, but not the
pueblos; in Segovia it's hard to find somebody
who speaks English.

Murdock/Guest
Tera Rica Murdock visited the Generalife Gardens at the Alhambra in Granada,

Spa in whUe studying abroad with the Kentucky Institute for International Studies.
There is definitely no English spoken in our
homes. We live with families in Sego\ ia and
my "senora,'' Lola. only knows a few phra<;es.
It forced me to improve my ability to speak
Spanish, but it's a great environment in which
to do it. She does correct me when I say something wrong. but alway!. in a \'ery caring way.
I feel .I got very lucky with my family
because they love to sit and talk, about the
Spanish presidential campaign. culture and art.
or affairs in the United States. They also loved
to give us new interesting foods and watch our
reactions. For a while I was writing about what
new weird foods I had been eating in my emails home.
Which leads me to something you must be
willing to do if you come to another country you must be willing to try new things. Most of
the food is not very different from food in the

States, but l have tried octopus, c.alamari in its
own ink, pig brains and blood sausage.
Food isn't the only thing you should be open
to try, though. Many people in the group don't
really care for art. but when one of the senoras
invited us to a gallery opening in Segovia. they
decided to attend anyway and had a blast. It
wa~ so interesting to hear the artist explain her
work and to mingle with the art critic:-. during
the reception.
Another challenge ic; being willing to travel
and step off of the usual tourist route to find a
more authentic Spnin. We've managed to travel to C6rdoba, Sevilla, C:idiz., Malaga. and
Granada und will be traveling to Barcelona.
Pais Vasco and Santiago de Compostela during our Spring Break.
We found touri~t books are great for guides.
but you ~houldn't stick to them. When we were

wandering through the streets we've found the
most interesting cafes and met the most interesting people.
However, study abroad does have an integral component that most people forget to discuss- studying. I'm currently enrolled in 12
hours of classes because the class sessions are
shorter, right at 10 weeks of class time. Honestly. they are some of the hardest but also
some of the most fascinating classes I've taken
so far. The Spanish classes are taught by Sp.nish professors who tend to have a different
style of teaching, focusing more on lecturing
and letting grades rely on a handful of latge
projects.
One of my favorites is the History of Art lf1d
Architecture in Spain. We've learned complex
art and architecture tenns. a thorough history
of each stylistic period Spain and how to analyze paintings. sculpture, and buildings. Yesterday, .J just finished writing a 1,000-word
essay in Spanish over a Romanic-style church
outside of Segovia. It's deepened my appruiation for art; my only regret is I wish 1 could
discuss art in English now.
So far, my greatest discoveries abroad have
been personal discoveries. Being thrown into
another country with another language and a
different set of customs with 26 people you
don't know really pushes you to rely on yourself and your own personal strengths.
It's the running joke in our group that the
only way we could be more different is if we
had been chosen for the Real World; howe\'er,
I've made friends with an amazing variety of
people whom 1 may have never met if l had
stayed in Murray this seme~ter.
Life in this country is &>mpletely distinct
from life in the States. With three weeks to go.
I'm excited to see what else Spain can offer
me!
•

Tera Rica Murdock is a junior chemistry and
Spani.rh major from Murray.
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Crews search eastern Kentucky
for missing passenger aircraft

Medical journal reveals
human rights violations

HARLAN (AP) - Rescuers searched into
the evening Tuesday for signs of an aircraft
that was carrying six people when it w,1s
last heard from on Sunday as it flew from
South Carolina to 111inois.
The rescue mission on Black Mountain in
eastern Kentucky was called off late Tuesday evening because of rough terrain and
darkness, said Bill Moore, a volunteer with
the search party.
Crews resumed the search Wednesday
morning.
Air patrol rescuers flew the entire Kentucky flight segment in search of wreckage, said 1st Lt. Michael Brown, public
affairs officer for Kentucky Wing Civil Air
Patrol.
Civil Air Patrol crews elsewhere flew
over the rest o f the projected flight path,
covering parts of Virginia, Tennessee, Indiana and Illinois.
State and federal authorities said the single-engine Piper Saratoga took off from
Darlington, S.C., on Sunday, headed for
Bloomington, Ill., with a pilot and five others on board. The occupants were three
couples from Carlock, Ill., returning from a
NASCAR race in Darlington.
The last known radar contact was ab(mt
eight miles from Black Mountain, the
tallest peak in Kentucky, said Chris Allen,
spokesman for the Harlan County Rescue
Squad in Kentucky.
The plane is equipped with a locator beacon, but no signal has been received, said
Capt. Denise Boyd, spokeswoman for the
Air Force Rescue Coordination Center.

CHICAGO (AP) - Iraqi docEAGLE, Colo. (AP)- The 19tors were forced to cut off ears, year-old woman accusing NBA
falsify reports on torture and star Kobe Bryant of rape walked
participate in other human into a Colorado courtroom
rights abuses during Saddam Wednesday to testify in a
Hussein's regime, a survey of closed -door hearing.
physicians there found .
The woman was expected to
Fewer than 10 percent ofthe98 explain in detail her sexual hisdoctors surveyt..'<i said they per- tory to determine whether it
formed such abuses, but their could be used at trial.
responses
indicated
they
The defense says the woman's
believed human rights abuses by sexual conduct around the time
other physicians were not of the a!Jeged assault should be
uncommon.
admitted because it could show
The results appear in Wednes- her injuries were caused by
day's Journal of the American another sexual partner and that
Medical Association.
she had a "scheme" to have sex
About half the respondents with Bryant.
The prosecution fought to
said they believed other Iraqi
physicians were frequently limit defense questioning, but
forced to amputate ears as pun- was rebuffed by the Colorado
ishment and falsify medical Supreme Court this month.
reports. Seventeen percent said
The Los Angeles Lakers
they believed doctors were fre- guard has said he had consenquently forced to remove organs sual sex with the woman. If confrom dead and living patients victed, he could get four years
to life in prison or 20 years to
without consent.
A current Iraqi official agreed life on probation.
with them.
Colorado's rape-shield law
, Dr. A mer ai·Khuzaie, deputy generally bars defense attorneys
health minister in Baghdad, said, from bringing up information
"The aim of doctors is to end the about an alleged victim's sex
suffering, but in Saddam's time, life. Judges, however, can hear
the opposite happened. Most of ' such testimony in private to
the doctors conducted such prac- determine whether the informatices under threat and they tion is relevant and admissible
feared for their personal safety." as evidence.

Judge hears testimony
on woman's sexual life

Train employee finds
burled explosive device
PARIS (AP) - A French
train employee on Wednesday found an explosive
device buried in the bed of a
railway line heading from
France to Switzerland, the
Interior Ministry said.
Bomb disposal experts
neutralized the device,
which was half-buried
under a track in the village
of Montieramey, on a train
line heading from Paris to
Basel, Switzerland, the ministry said in a statement. It
was discovered shortly after
noon.
The Interior Ministry said
the device - which had
seven detonators -did not
resemble bombs described
in threats by a mysterious
and previously unknown
group calling itself AZF.
The group claimed to
hav~ planted nine bombs
along the country's rail network and has threatened to
detonate them unless it is
paid millions of euros.
The
state·run
train
authority said Wednesday it
was undertaking a new
massive inspection, starting
with tracks that carry passengers and hazardous
freight.

AP Photo/Dolores Ochoa

U.S. Marines patrol a street in Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
Wednesday after an ethnic clash.

Top policy official visits
disgruntled Serbians
PRISTINA, Serbia-Montenegro (AP) - A frustrated
group of Serbs screamed and
pointed fingers Wednesday
at the European Union's top
foreign policy official as he
toured areas attacked last
week during the worst ethnic
clashes in the province since
the end of war in 1999.
The visit by Javier Solana
coincided with the fifth
anniversary of NATO's 78day air war that ended a
crackdown by Serbian forces
on ethnic Albanians seeking
independence. The tensions
were higher this year because
of the recent violence

between the Albanian mobs
and the Serb minority.
"For those that may have
thought that violence may be
a shortcut to something, I like
to say very clearly ... that violence is a shortcut to
nowhere, to nothing," Solana
said.
Solana, who ordered the
NATO bombing five years
ago when he was NATO
chief, approached them,
shaking hands and listening
as thJy wept and described
their recent days of fear and
violence. He urged them to
stay in Kosovo despite the
recent attacks.

News in Brief is compiled by
Melissa Kilcoyne, news editor.

Were you the kid who got in
trouble in Sunday school for
. asking too many
questions?
804

Chestnut st.

753-6656

CoiTle join the
rest of us.
Come explore questions of faith over a
free meal. All are welcome!
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$10
1 Buy any size Pizza at regular 1
price and get the 2nd pizza
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Wednesdays, 6:00 p.m.
Startinq April 14th

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main St.
Murray, I<Y 42071
(270) 7S3-690S

Regt!lar Services

Sundays: 10:30 a.m., S:OO p.m.
Wednesdays: S:lS p.m.

http:/ /viamedia.a.skthepriest.org

MSU CANTERBURY (EPISCOPAL) CLUB
VIA MEDIA • THE

~~~MIDDLE

WAY" OF ANGLICAN CHRISTIANITY

SULLIVAN'S
PAR3GOLF
& SPORTS CENTER

Golf Lessons

$2ooo

PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan

$0.50 Off 18 Holes
(Exp. 4-9·04)

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
*Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2004 semester
*Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA *Must have excellent communication skills
Applications are available from your College .Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:
http://www.murraystate.edu/secsvldirector.htm

APPLICATIOlV DEADLINE: APRIL 9, 2004
18 Holes ,.................................$5
Wrelr nds & Holidays..............S8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes .. ............$7
Driving Range .............. ..... $2.25
Miniature Golf........................ $2
Baseball & Softball Cage5 ••$0.50

We Offer ]u.nior Rates!
1647 N. 16th St. • Murray, KY

Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time.
Interviews will be be conducted by your College Head March 22-31, 2004

For more information contact:

or contact your college head

Paula Hulick
Paul Naberezny

Steve Horwood

762-5344
762-6860

Ken Bowman
Ron Cella
Oliver Muscio

Clark
Springer-Franklin
Hester
Richmond

Bob Valentine
Chuck Hulick
Squire Babcock
Bonnie Higginson

Elizabeth
Hart

Regents
White

+:J
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College Life Editor: Severo Avila
Assistant College Ufe Editor: Allison l.ight
Phone: 762...i468

}his \V'eek
•Friday
hesting - CLEP testing, 8 a .m.. Ordway
ffilll Room 10 I.
•Lucheon - Celebrate
Women
Luncheon,
II :30 a.m.. C~rris
Center
Ballroom.
Admission $10.
•Mo,·ie - "Norma
Rae,'' Curris Center
Theater, 3 p.m. Free
admission.
•Concert - "Bending
Spoons," 7 p.m .. Curris Center Stables.
Free admission.
•Cinema
l n terna·
tiona l - "The Quiet
American," 7:30 p.m .•
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Movie - Drive-in
movie, 9 p.m., Cutchin
Field. foree admission.
MovieTBA.
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er, sun and

•Saturday
•Rodeo - Horse &
Mule Pull, 8 a.m., Expo
Center. Admission $5.
•Tou rnament - Ultimate Frisbee Tournament. 10 a.m., Intramural Field. $20 entry
fee per team, 5-7 playper team .
..Cinem a
lnterna·
tlonal - "The Quiet
American," 7:30 p.m.,
<lurris Center Theater.
Rree admission.
•Concert - "Lunar
Vacation," 8 p.m., CurAs Center Stables. Free
OOmission.
•Exhibit - "Art in
Bloom," University of
Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington. Phone
(~59) 257-57 I6.

tfs

• Sunday

~

Ryan Brooks/guest

Meagan Short, an interlibrary loan staff member, spends time with a new friend Ashantee, during the Christ Ambassadors' Spring Break mission trip to the Bahamas.

University
religious groups use .
.
Spring Break to spread God's word

1

•txhibit - "Art in
Bloom," University of
Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington. Phone
(859) 257-5716.

by J on athan Meador

, Monday

Staff Writer

•li:nr ollment - Last
~y to withdraw from
~ring 2004 semester.
•Forum - "What the
·- is a Buddhist'!" 8
p.m., Curris Center
Qhio Room. Free
alimission.
•lectu re - ''Jamey
Morrill's Low Life in
Context: A Discussion
Dr.
Peggy
with
Schrock," 4 p.m ..
Hagle An Gallery
Room 631 .

•Tuesday
,.feeting - Campus
Activities Board, 4:30
p~m., Curris Center
¢nnessee Room.
·

Ryan Brooks.:S:uest

(Above) J ulie Reeves, freshman from Louisville,
uses a su rvey to speak with a Bahamian about her
religious beliefs.

r~ednesday
•Meeting

~

- Student
vemment Associan, 5 P·"l·· Curris
Center Barkley Room.
Dinner - New·
snan House, 5 p.m.

free

·~eading Series

~sse Stuart Writing
$ymposium featuring
Randall Kenan, "Being
~lack
in America
foday," 7;30 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Recital - Guest artbt
lecital, Susan Rider,
f"umpet, 8 p.m .• Furtell Recitul Hall. Free
admission.
•Auditio ns - T.alent
fhow auditions spon~ored by Iota Phi
'theta fraternity, 4
p.m., Curris Center
Stables.

!£hursdiw

;k:Y - "Medea,''

7
q.m., Robert E. John~on Theatre. General
ddmission $10. senior
ditizens and ages 6-17
free with Racercard. No children
4nder 5 admitted.
~oncert - Percussion
nsemble, 8 p.m .. Perrming Arts Hall.
....ree admission .

l8.

F.

(Left to right) Ariel Ray, junior from Rineyville,
J enna Modzelewski, a .s tudent at UT-Martin, and
Tiffany Payne, senior from Owensboro, traveled with
the Ba pti~t Student Union to Panama City Beach for
a mission project called 'Beach Reach.'

Jared Amason had no use for sunscreen this Spring Break. He didn' t
need a cooler or a lawn chair, and not
once did he spend his days lounging
by the pool.
As a member of the University
Christian Student Center, Amason
traveled to the inner city of Ho uston
where he and I I members of the
UCSC worked with impoverished
children and families.
"The kids there live in absolute
(poverty)~." he said. "They just
seemed happy to have someone to
play with and give them the attention
they need."
A little bit of everything describes
what Amason, along with many
Christian groups. did this Spring
Break, trekking across the states in
the name of goodwill and dedicating
their time not to partying, but tc> the
service of others.
.. , handed out food and delivered
groceries and clothing to people who
couldn't (get to the d istribution centers)," Amason, senior from Centralia, Ill., said. ''I did a little bit of
everything.·•
Charlie Bazzel, UCSC director,
chaperoned the mission trip.
''When you have opportunities to do
things like this, it makes you a better
person." Bazzel said. "It's always better to be part of the solution rather
than the problem. because anytime
you think of others before you think
of yourself it's a good thing."
The UCSC also helped out on the

home front. During the break, the
As she handed out surveys in the
ministry hosted pizza parties for local tourist area known as the Straw Marchildren at the Main Street Youth ket,
Reeves,
fr esh man
from
Center in Murray.
Louisville, met a I 0-year-old boy
Venturing to such locales as named Kevin.
Philadelphia, Panama City Beach and
" I was handing out surveys o n the
Fort Myers Beach, Fla., the Baptist street." Reeves said. "And I gave one
Student Union managed to get a little to this boy, and I could see in his eyes
taste of sun while carrying out their that he believed. God moved me in
my heart because it was the first time
work.
"We wanted to give students the a person accepted Christ through me."
opportunity to serve others in differBrooks and the other II Ambasent areas of the country and ro share sadors also worked at local schools,
the Gospel of Christ with them.'' performing dramatic plays that not
Mark Whitt, vice president of the only entertained the students, but also
BSU. said.
preached the Gospels of the New TesWhitt traveled with one of the BSU tament to them.
groups to Philadelphia.
" High schools in the Bahamas ~re
Not content with staying inside the just like American ones," Brooks
States, the Murray chapter of the said. "And so we (put on plays)
Christ Ambassadors took their mis- because it is a way to get people to lission to Nassau, Bahamas.
ten who might not listen to a sermon."
~ Although they were surrounded by
Termaine S hellman, junior from
sandy white beaches, their focus was Louisville, recalled a special moment
not on getting tan.
during a production of ••The Bridge."
"Weather-wise, of course, it was
"At the end of the play, we reach
nice," Ryan Brooks. intern for Christ our hands out toward the audience,"
Ambassadors, said. "But (the beach- Shellman said, explaini ng that it symes) weren't what we were there for."
bolizes Christ's hand reaching out to
The Christ Ambassadors spent their · them. "The audience actually climbed
time evangelizing o n the streets of up onto the stage and took our hands.
downtown Nassau, preaching to I was moved."
passersby wi lling to stop and listen.
Outstretched ha nds are a fi tting
"It was up and down," Brooks said. image for the work done by these
"Some people are nice to you, even groups, lending support and care to
though they don't care about what those who need it most.
you're saying. Other people, you can
"I'd tell people tha t, for C hristians,
see in their faces that you're clearly tell ing people about Jesus should be
impacting them. Those people are more fun and exciting than going to
what this is all about."
Panama. Cancun or any other destinaAnd those people are exactly what tion," Brooks said. ••And I know touched Julie Reeves.
I've been to those places."

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
GREAT IDEA,
HUH?

I THINK I'LL
PUTA TAXON
RIDICULOUS
CHINS.
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Classic, moderri designs produce elegant decor

by Allison Ught
A.';sistant College life Editor
Nestled atop Mr. Ed's Campus Grille in a small two
bedroom apartmem is the home of two creative and stylish Murray State students .
Jason Shaw, junior from Madisonville, and Gavin
Sewell. junior from Dawson Springs, moved into their
apartment last July. but the brainchild for their decor
began the previous winter.
"We decided that we wanted to live together in February or March of la~t year, and we staned shopping right
then because I didn't have (anything),'' Sewell said.
Looking at their apartment, you would think Laurie or
Vern from Trading Spaces had brought in their expertise
to help build the decor. However. Shaw and Sewell did
the decor all on their own. Many of the perks of the apart·
ment were installed or made by Sewell, who could give
Ty a run for his money. While the two have different
styles. it all meshes together to make for a homey. stylish apartment.
"I have more mooem taste, and he has more traditional taste so it works for both,'' Shaw said.

Guests to their humble abode are greeted at the door by
a beautifully crafted wreath, and unlike most of Mr. Ed's
apanments, a wirele~s doorbell that soothingly chimes to
welcome visitors. Fwm the moment the door opens.
guests can tell this apartment is unlike any other. The
foyer floor is covered with a linoleum that Shaw
describes as cheap. but it also hides dirt. An eye-catching
wooden curio cabinet !ilands in the entranceway and is
filled with interesting trinkets runging from a music box
to white porcelain cat statues.
Most of the furniwre and accessories of the apartment
were bought ~tween the two roommates and are from
various places.
''(Everything) actually came from a couple different
places." Shaw said. "This ~ummer, Gavin traveled a lot
so half of it is from Pennsylvania and the curio cabinet is
from Europe."

The lavish living room
The chic living room is where Shaw and Sewell entertain their guests. The walls are painted a neutral cream
color, and the television :.its inside a beautiful wooden
cabinet. On top of the cabinet. between two slender
maroon lamps is a clock that _is very special to Sewell.
"The clock was my grandparents: it's not necessarily
worth thousands and thousands of dollars, but it's over a
hundred years old," Sewell said.
The heirloom is illuminated by another wreath, sprinkled with white Christmas lights, that hangs above the
entertainment center.
The apartment came with a ceiling fan. but the roommates decided to buy and install a decorative marble fixture to enhance the decor of the fan. Both the couch and

the chair ure plush and a neutral bone color. The pillows
that accent the couch were made by Sewell and· match the
curtain hanging in the kitchen. tying the decor of the
rooms together. Above the couch hangs a horizontal
wall-length mirror, and next to the chair is a column
which adds a touch of class to the room.
"We picked out (this couch) because no matter what
you set on it, it's going to look good," Sewell said.

Carpentry at its finest
The men had to do a little craftsmanship of their own
in order to completely portray their style in the apanment. In the kitchen; the background for the cabinets is a
faux stone wallpaper Sewell bought and put up himself.
The wallpaper gives the illusion of a stone finish on the
wall and brings a little bit of an Italian look to the
kitchen.
Sewell also made a cabinet to install in the kitchen in
order to cleverly hide the air conditioning unit. The cabinet covers the unit entirely. but has white shutters in
front to open so the air can seep out without the eyesore
of the unit itself. Sewell also installed a stained-glass
border on the top and bottom of the cabinet, although
stain-glassing presented a bit of a problem for him.
''It was supposed to be clear at first. and if I ever do it
again, I'll know how to do it," Sewell said. "I didn't paint
it exactly right and it looked splotchy. It's just Plexiglas,
and you can get the stained-glass paint at any craft store."
Above the refrigerator hangs a pot-rack purchased at
Wai-Man and installed into the ceiling in order to save
cabinet space.
"Well, we only have like four cabinetc; in the kitchen to
begin with," said Shaw. "One always has food, one bas
plates. one has cleltfling supplies, so you only have one
cabinet for your cooking stuff."
Sewell was very proud of the pot-rack. because he said
it makes him feel good to own something as beautiful as
that.
"When you think about beautiful homes, you think
about a huge kitchen with an island in the middle,"
Sewell said. ''When I got those pots and pans I was so
excited (because) I'm 21 years old, and not many people
my age have things like that. So, I was so proud of it"
Their meals are eaten on a glass table surrounded by
black. high-back chairs that looked like they walked out
of an Ethan Allen catalogue. Sewell didn't disclose
where they bought the table, so let's just say it didn't
break their bank.

photos by Matta B<Hnard/Tile News
(above) Having only a small space to work with,
Sewell used simple decorating to give his bedroom
a classy look.

The apartment's foyer features brightly painted walls and a cabinet Sewell
purchased while travelling in Europe.

Room size presents problem

Junion Gavin SewcU, from Dawson Springs, (left) and Madisonville nath·e Jason Shaw watch TV in their
sensibly-decorated apartment. Using elements of classic and contemporary design, the roommates turned a
plaJn apartment into an elegant living space without breaking the bank.

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAl THERAPY

ATTENTION
STUDENTS,
FACUL1Y, WEEKEND
WARRIORS AND
ATHLETES
Now you can get help with you injuries.
Purchase Area Physical Therapy and Physical
Therapist Tommy West, is offering you a choice!

COME VISIT US
FOR A FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION

For more information and scheduling
appointments phone
(270) 759-9500
PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY
208 S. Sixth St., Murray, KY
Mon. -Fri., 8 a.m. -6:30p.m.

Their bedrooms, while small, reflect their style and personality. Decorating the bedrooms presented a problem because
of space limitations. Sewell was actually unable to fit the
entirety of his bed into his room.
'The fuotboard follows the headboard because it's a sleigh
bed. and there are wooden runners along the bottom," Sewell
said. ''But the bednx>m was so small that if I put my fOOlboard
on,1 couldn't get to my chest.''
Sewell said he decided on dark blue for the color of his
room b&'ause it is so tmght in the morning. His two windows
filter a lot of light into the room. Above the windows are gold
and white cunains he made himself.

Continued on page 10

Dissatisfied with the apartment's air conJ
ditloning unit in the kitchen, Sewell purchased supplies and built a small cabinet
around the unit. He accented the cabinet
with curtains and stained glass.
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The apartment has one bathroom, which is also a
laundry room. When they first moved in. there was
only one shelf above the washer and dryer. They
needed more storage space, so they took matters
into their own hands and i nstalled more shelves.
Also, the· one fluorescent light that came with the
apartment was not enough for their bathroom. Again
they decided to add light by installing three lights
above the sink.

Cribs
Continued from page 9
While the room is cramped, Sewell found enough
space to hang ptctures of his grandparents from their
high school graduation above his chest of drawers.
Next to Sewell's bed. a pillar, matching the one in
the living room, sits as a nightstand.
Shaw also had difficulties when deciding how to
arrange and decorate his room. The color he chose
for his walls i s a clean gray that matches the carpet,
and he said there was only one way to arrange his
furniture. His comforter is blue, which complements
his gray walls and makes for a crisp, clean look in
his bedroom. A s a former art history major, Shaw
decided to hang an abstract painting above his bed.
CLUES ACROSS

1 . Insects
6. Estimate
11. Poorly articulated
13. In a way, gives
15. A narcotic
16. Draw
17. Be obliged to
repay
18. A country in S.
Africa
20. Purchase
21. Criminals, abbr.
23. Ancient Greek
City
24. Waxed finish
25. Soluble ribonucleic acid (abbr.)
26. God of war
27. Retail deals
28. Talmud school
30. Eduard _ ,
Czechoslovakian
President

Stylish, yet inexpensive
The roommates said they like living above M r.
Ed' s. They only hear the ding from the door. and
they never smell the food.
''The thing that I like so much is that we are up,
and we're not around a lot of residents," Sewell
said. "We share one wall with neighbors, so we can

54. Uttered
55. Curt _, musicologist
56. Trotter

31 . Metric weight
32. Type of ditch
33. Person of exceptional holiness
35. Cause horror in
38. Air currents
39. A crane
40. Close by
42. Essential oil or
perfume obtained
from flowers
43. Mackinaw, for
one
44. _ Polo, explorer
45. Women's _
movement
46. Calcium or iron

CLUES DOWN
1. Marked by elaborate rhetoric
2 . Swiss lake
3. A division of
geological time
4 . Plant parts
5. Monetary unit of
W. Samoa
6. E. German city
7 . Until (preposition)
8. Auricle
9. Not able to be
moved
10. Fixes
1 1. Old English bal·
lad singers
12. Have a certain

48. Rest here
please, abbr.
49. Expunging
51 . Calcium or sodi·
um
53. Those who inflict
retribution

rating
13 . Meetings
14. Infections
19. Evergreen trees
and shrubs
22. More ashen
24 . Spanish saloon
26. Direction (Scottish)
27. Where one sits
29. _ Christian
Anderson,
children's author
30. Cold wind
32. T ype of joint
33. Ironies
34. A tributary of the
Mobile River
35. Ancien•ingdom
near Dead Sea
36. The magnetic
allotrope of iron
37. Sailor
38. Greek doctor
39. Infections
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blast music and basically do whatever we want."
Some would think decorating an apartment like
this would drain a bank account, but Shaw and
Sewell were very smart in their shopping and
never overspent. Sti ll, their apartment has style.
"You don't have to have a zillion dollars to have
nice things," Sewell said. "Everything we bought
looked great, but it was in our budget. I didn' t go
into debt for anything (in the apartment)."
Sewell is leaving in the fall to go to school in
Nashville. w hile Shaw is staying to finish his
degree. Shaw isn't sure if he will stay in the apart·
ment or find a new place in Murray to spruce up
with his good taste.
"I told Jason he's got a great place, and he should
stay here," Sewell said. "Mr. Ed is a good landlord.
If something's really wrong, he takes care of it really quickly and has been really good to us."

41 . In a way, bound
43. Publicizes
44. Plant genus
46. Thin cake made
of peanuts
47. Sell at artificially
low prices
50. Dry

Matta Barnard/The News

Because of Umlted space, SeweD and Shaw suspend
their pots and pans from above their refrigerator.
Shelves ·were abo installed in their bathroom for
extra storage.

52. Supervises interstate commerce

Last Week's Solution

Ain't That Ar
Tattooing & Body Piercing By
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HOURS:
Monday- Saturday: 1-9 p.m.
Sunday: By Appointment Only

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
w ith MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

759-2005

1304 Chestnut St. • Murray
Dixieland Shopplno Center

~

2004 Blodcbuster Inc.

INSO NIACS

,.

ELCO E
AT IIARDEE'S
24 flOURS A DAY.

Murray Place

Select your roommates and reserve your room
onli11c at WWll'.MurrayPiace.com

At Murray Place you get the best of the best We offer four bedroom four bath and two bedroom two bath apartments.

YOU MAY BE TIRED FROM

ALL TIIAT LATE

GilT,

Ufl, STUDYING, __. . . ,._

Amenities Included

•

Private bedroom and bathroom

•

Individual leases

•

Fully furnished living room: Sofa, oversized chair, coffee table,
end table, entertainment center, bar stools, and built in kitchen
table.

BUT YO
WON'T BE

IIUNGRY.

•

Washer and dryer in each writ

•

Rent includes cable, water and electricity

•

Clubhouse with: Foosball, ping pong, billiards and TV's

•

Community with: Fitness center, barbeque grills and picnic areas,lighted tennis court and a sparkling swimming pool

•

Walk-ins welcome to tour our model

Reserve n rvom tl..\r Ihe fa ll 1111d >our name wilL l:c ent~cl into u U!U\\ iug fm one
nwnths

irl!e Ic:tlt

l/31b. l/21b. 2/31b. Angus beef Thick burgers. * Hardee's

I $4!

9

FREE

1/3 LB.
THICKBURGER ..

10 SLAMMERS
MINI BURGERS

WITH THI PURCHASI OF A
1/ 3 LB. THICKBURG!R..
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Bryan Hayselguest

With the majl>stic Grand Canyon as a backdrop, Residential College Association President Kyser Lough takes in the scenery during his Spring Break vacation In Arizona.

Tim Stolt/guest

Tim Stolt Oeft), sophomore from Franklin, and Matt Stanton, sophomore from
Leitchfield, relax on the beach while visiting friends in Panama City, Fla.

Stacey Woods/guest

Stacey Woods, freshman from Franklin, Tenn.,
and Meghan Frandsen, freshman from St. Louis,
take a break from the action to smile for the camera while on their trip to Fort Myers Beach, Fla.

Erin Richards/The News

Senior Merri Jamison (left) buries Murray State
alumna Jackie Kortz~s feet in the sand at Newport Beach, Calif. The women, along with stu...
dents from Murray State and the University of
Wisconsin, drove two hours from their villa in
sunny Palm Springs to get to the beach.

Ryan Brooks/guest

Christie Park was a popular spot for Christ Ambassadon
mcmben to mission. Gabby Hobbs, freshman from Newbern, Tenn., sits with Alexa during a rally with Life Changers Ministries International whUe in the Bahamas.

After
preaching
and entertaining
students at the C.J.
Walker Secondary
School
Nassau,
Savannah Isaacs,
member or Christ
Ambassadors and
junior
from
Lawrenceburg ,
chats with three
girls as part of her
mission trip to the
Bahamas.

...

·~i,....,,..".,

in

Ryan Brooks/guest

Mike Daillguest

(From left) Jason Dowdy, freshman from Hayti, Miss., Jess Rainer, freshman from
Louisville, Jason Robertson, nonstudent from Knoxville, and Mike Dail, sophomore
from Kinston, N.C., get goofy at the Magic Kingdom in Orlando, Fla. The foursome said
they rode Splash Mountain a .. record" seven times.
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'Breds take three over break
Baseball team ends 20-year slide against Western
by Lau ren Heins
Staff Writer
The Thoroughbreds concluded a fourgame homestand on Wednesday playing
rival Western Kentucky at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds fought a good tight, winning
13-11.
The win against Western was the first
against the Hill toppers since I 980. The
'Breds were led by the 2-for-4 performance from junior third baseman Clint
Griggs.
Griggs had three RBI's and two scored
runs for the 'Breds. The team logged 13
runs on 17 hits. both season highs for the
team.
Senior starting pitcher Jesse Rhoades
threw for three and a third innings.
allowing four runs on two hits and three
walks.
Spring Break was a busy week for the
Thoroughbreds as the team started off
with a 6-3 win over visiting Akron during the second game of a doubleheader
played at Reagan Field March 13.
The 'Breds ended the break with three
wins over Akron and Arkansas-Little
Rock.
"We (had) good pitching to get that
win in our conference," Head Coach Rob
McDonald said. "It was good to simulate
playing games often. We have to get uso
to that weekend play, it's taxing."
Later in the week, the 'Breds headed to
Louisville for a two-game set. The Cardinals won both games March 16, as the
'Breds lost 13-1 in the first game and 134 in the second game. Games on
Wednesday were canceled because of
inclement weather conditions.
"The weather was not good, and we
did not pitch well at this game," McDonald said.
The Thoroughbreds next played
Southern Illinois March 18 and suffered
another loss, this time at home. The visiting Saluki!l slammed 25 hits, winning
22-6 at Reagan Field.
.
The· 'Breds first scored in the bottom
of the fourth inning when shortstop Alex
Stewart led off with a single. Then junior
first baseman Geoff Kirksey singled, and
sophomore second baseman Derrick
Newton walked to load the bases. The
'Breds scored on a double play, moving
Kirksey to third base, then Kirksey
scored on a wild pitch.
As the week rolled on, the team swung
into action against Arkansas-Little Rock.
The 'Breds won the first game 3-2. with
help from a two-run homer by Kirksey in
the third inning. In the second game, the
'Breds took advantage of three errors in
the third inning, scoring seven runs on
five hits, winning 8-4 at Reagan Field .
"The guys had been playing hard,"
McDonald said. "Arkansas matched up
pretty well with our team. 1 was happy
for our guys. I felt like we deserved to
win."
The team opens its Ohio Valley Conference schedule this Saturday at Southast Missouri.

,
photo by Elaine Schaadlguest
The women's rowing team gets .in some early morning practice earlier this season.

Thunderstorms bring
Drake meet to early end
by Jake Lowary

up and helping out," McLean said.
Despite the injuries and small tiffs with
Mother Nature, the team is still optimistic
Inclement weather and several tnjunes about healing and getting back to the original
slowed the Racers in the first home rowing game plan.
meet of the spring season.
"Any time you are plagued with injuries. it
The Racers (5:44) were just seven seconds is always taxing on your team," McLean said.
behind Drake University (5:37) at Ledbetter
Now that the Racers have been placing difBay in Aurora Saturday.
ferent faces into their boats. Schaad said this
The meet was scheduled to have four races may or may not give the Racers an advandistributed between the varsity and junior tage.
varsity squads. However, a severe thunder"The only type of advantage (alternating
storm knocked out power in the surrounding positions) would give us would be if somearea and caused the meet to be shortened to thing would go wrong on a race day," she
just one race.
said. adding that switching positions typicalThe single race was conducted in rain and ly only occurs in the most extreme circumlightning, which was the deciding factor in stances.
canceling the rest of the scheduled races.
The Racers have had a week to nurse their
Originally, the freshman team was scheduled wounds und pray for better weather as they
to race in an eight-woman race, and two more are scheduled to tmvel to St. Louis for a triraces with only four rowers were planned.
meet with Creighton University and WashWeather was not the only factor the Racers ington University. This meet will be held
had to overcome. Several varsity and novice March 27.
rowers have been dry-docked because of
McLean said the Racers are looking forinjuries. Senior rower Elaine Schaad said the ward to taking on the two schools and things
team is suffering from serious injuries and will be different after a week of.rest.
conditions that are affecting the performance
"Last week against Drake, we didn't have
of the squad. However, some are braving the a chance to show our true talent." he said.
pain and continuing 10 row.
McLean also said his team should be baCk
"A couple of girls have tendinitis, which to full capacity and health by the April 10
you can't do much for, and I have a pinched meet with Eastern Michigan.
nerve in my back, but I am still rowing," she
McLean said his team will be tested again
this weekend because 1t lost its stroke rower,
said.
Schaad said some of the team members junior Lindsey Edwards, the rower who sits
have fairly serious cases of poison ivy that in seat eight and .sets the pace for the other
were contracted when the team helped a citi- rowers.
The Racers return home for two weeks
zen rake leaves.
The injuries are hindering the team and its when the team hosts the Racer Regatta on
April 3 and Eastern Michigan the following
performance, she said.
"Normally, we practice with a full fresh- week. Four other schools will be competing
man boat and full varsity boats, but (Tues- in the annual headlining event in Aurora:
day) we only had a four-mao varsity boat on Xavier University. Rhodes College. Norththe water," she said.
western State and Southeastern Conference
Since some of the varsity rowers have been school Vanderbilt.
Schaad said the Racer Regatta is the most
sidelined, first-year Head Coach Bill McLean
is being forced to place less-experienced important event of the year for the rowing
rowers in the varsity boat, a spot some team !>quad. She said it is the chance for the commembers are not normally accustomed to fill- munity to see the rowing team and show their
skill and sport.
ing.
In years past. the event has drawn a signifHowever, Schaad said this is playing into
the team· s hands because McLean likes to icant crowd to Kenlake where the event was
switch his talent around in order to make the held. In 2003, the event was moved to Cherokee Park to accomodate larger crowds. The '
team more versatile.
"It is always nice to have the varsity squad races will be held at the same location this
in there, but the freshman are really stepping year.
Sports Editor

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Sophomore pitcher Chandler Shephard bustles to belp cover first base
in the 13-11 victory over Western Kentucky Wednesday at Reagan Field.

Senior starting pitcher Jesse Rhoades comes through
his windup to Ore a rast one to junior catcher Dustin
Hennigar in Wednesday's victory over the Hilltoppers,
the rirst since 1980.

!Privately-owned larid best for turkey; permission comes with courtesy
I hope everyone had a fine Spring Break. I
didn't get a whole lot accomplished, but that in
itself was a good time. My buddies and I put a
few good messes of catfish and crappie in the
frce7er. and my girlfriend. Michelle, added a
hefty bag of bluegill lillets. I heard <1 few
turkeys gobble and pallcrned my turkey gun
(nearly breaking my no:.e in the process, but
that's another story). 1 also shared a float trip
down the Tradewater River last Saturday with
my father and younger brother. If you recall.
last Saturday was the day it rained so hard most
of the fish in the river drowned. Five hours
after putting in. we took our canoes out of the
water and dumped l 5 or 20 gallons of water
from them. I still don't feel like I' m entirely
dry yet. As a side note, we didn't cat~.:h any fish
that day. either.
Now that I'm back. it's preny near crunch
time for turkey season. If you' re planning on

killing a bird on opening day but still don't
know where to go. you may be heading for a
world of frustration. But there's still a little
time to avoid that.
My freshman year ot Murr.ty State, l was
panicked about turkey season. I was used to
being able to hunt before school nearly every
day at home, but home was simply too far of a
drive to hunt before class . So, I dedded to find
some places around here to hunt.
The first obvious place to look was the Land
Between the Lakes. I was drawn for a quota
hunt down there the weekend before the
statewide season opened. and I worked a few
birds during that hunt. However, I knew the
pressure of other hunters in the area would
make the hunting tough, and it did. l knew if I
was going to have the maximum oddlt for success J would need to find some turkeys on private land.

So, every evening, after classes were
through, I'd drive the country roads around
Murray, looking for promising farms and
knocking on doors, asking for permission. I
found that a good deal of the farmers in the
area were more than willing to let me hunt on
their land, especially when 1 told them I was an
MSU student with very few places to go. By
the time the statewide season opened that
April, I had found a few farms with turkeys and
ended up tagging out down here, rather than
back home in my traditional turkey haunts.
I guess the moral of the story is that a turkey
hunter has a tough enough task ahead of him
when he knows birds are in the area. Besides
being perfectly still, hidden and making the
perfect calls, he has to shoot at just the right
moment. Going into an area blind with no idea
where the birds are compounds the problems,
but that part can be avoided with a little prepa-

ration before the season opens.
If you happen to gain access to a farm. scout
it out thoroughly. Walk the entire place, and
look for scratching. roost areas and birds strutting in fields. Head out before daylight and listen for their gobbles. These first moves will put
you a step ahead of the turkeys and other
hunters on opening day.
When you're hunting on a private farm.
always be courteous. 1 don't speak to a farmer
who's land I'm hunting on without saying ''sir"
or "ma'am," and I never leave any trash in the
woods or ruts in the fields. Often times, I'll
offer to do a few chores around the farm in
exchange for hunting permission. This has
helped me keep some great hunting places year
after· year.
Will Brantll'y is the outdoor columnist for ''The
Murray State News. "

looking Ahead ...
Men's Baseball Standings
OVC Overall
EKU
APSU
SEMO
JSU
Morehead

UT·Martin
MSU
Samford
TfU

EIU

0-0
0·0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

14-2

11-6
8-10
6-13
5-12
5-13
4-14
3-14
1·8
1-14

Women's Tennis Standings

Men's Baseball Schedule
March 27
Tennt"'~'<' Tl'Ch

Ill E>htem Kent\Kky (2), 11 a.m.
Tenn('S..c;ce-Martin at Eru.tem Illinois (2), noon
Samford at Jackson\·ille State (2), 1 p.m.
Murray Stair at Southtast Mi.~souri (21, 1 p.m.
Morehf.!,ld State .11 Au~tin Peay (2), 2 p.m.

March 28
Tennl':>SCC Tl'\:h at Ea~ttm Kentucky, noon
Tennl~St>e-Martin at fastem Ulinois, 1 p.m
Moreht."ad State at Au~tin Peay, 1 p.m.
Samford at Jackscnvilll' State, 1 p.m.
Murray State at Southeast Missouri, 1 p.m.

Samfmd
EKU
MSU
UT-Martin
EIU
JSU

Overall

4·0
3·0

9·3

1-0
2·1
1-1

9-5
5·-l

1-1

4-5
5-7
1-14
2-6
3-12
0-4

Morehead

2·4

SEMO

1·2
0·0

TIU

APSU
TSU

I

ovc

0·2
0·2

10·5

4·4

Men's Tennis Standings
JSU
MSU
Morehead
Samford

ovc

Overall

2-0

7-3
2·9

1..0

EIU

4-1
2-2
1·1

1TU

o-o

APSU
TSU

0-1
0·1

EKU

D-2

UT-Martin

2-9

11-5

7-7

6·6
5·8
6-5
0·4
9-5
0-2

Men's and Women's Tennis
Schedules
Men
March 31 Vb. Southern Indiana, 2:30p.m.
Aprill at Memphb, 2 p.m.
Women
March 30 vs. Tennessee-Martin, 2:30p.m.
April2 at Eastern Kentucky, 2:30p.m.
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Tournament surprises
crush bracket dreams
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Lower seeds cause March mayhem
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assl!'tant SporL" Edito r
As the Sweet 16 and Elite Eight roll around
this weekend, the frustrating sound of crumpled paper hitting the rim of the wastebi n can
be heard in dorm rooms, households and
offices everywhere.
More than likely, the shot to l.he trash can
rimmed out, just like your NCAA Championship bracket. Close. but so far away.
When March Madness comes to a head.
everyone seems to get involved whether
those people are college basketball fans or
not.
The 65-team bracket that comes out every
March takes over America and usually causes more frustration than happiness. The
whole country is entranced by a single sheet
of paper bearing the names of 65 teams fighting for the chance to taste a championship.
Meanwhile companies claim rniUions of dollars oflost productivity.
For most p<~rticipants, the final rounds of
the tournament can be viewed without worry
as the wadded-up bracket is crushed in a
dump somewhere.
During the second round of the tournament,
losses by Kentucky. Stanford, Mississippi
State and Gonzaga threw many brackets
down the toilet.
Sophomore Bob Hengge said he pretty
much gave up on' his bracket after the second
round damage was complete.
''I had Kentucky going to l.he final game
and Stanford going to the Elite Eight,"
Hengge said. ..1 didn't pick hardly any of the
underdogs, and with the big teams losing, my
bracket really took a hit. l wasn't mad necessarily. but I was a little disappointed."
This year·~ losses by the higher seeds has
really surfaced the parity in college basketball this season . The East Rutherford region
is the only region that will have the top four
seeds playing in the Regional Semifinal
games .
Four of the top-eight seeds in the tourna-

ment failed to reach the Sweet 16, and seven
of the 16 teams have a seed of five or higher.
Anything is possible as teams will be fighting
for a spot in San Antonio for the Final Four.
While many thought Stanford and St. Joeseph's would be among the first No. 1 seeds
to bow out of the tourney, Kentucky's Joss
surprised many with the exception of l.he
University of Alabama Birmingham squad
that pulled off the daunting task.
Now, teams like UAB, Nevada, Xavier and
Alabama, that hardly got any press at the
beginning of the tournament, will be getting
plenty of prei)S as they play while the big
dogs stay home.
Maybe those teams messed up your
chances at winning some cash, but the fact
remains, everyone loves l.he underaog.
Sophomore John Gesenhues had no team to
root for since his favorite teams found early
exits in the tourney, but he has found a new
team to cheer on this weekend.
''I'm going to be rooting for Xavier this
weekend now that my teams are out," Gesenhues said. "I like Xavier cause they are from
my hometown. and they are probably my
third favorite team. I don't know if they can
beat Texas, but I will be cheering for them
anyway,"
Tonight, the St. Louis and Atlanta regions
will square off in their semifinal games as
UAB takes on Kansas and Georgia Tech
takes on Nevada. Duke will face Illinois in
the nightcap of the Atlanta region while
Texas and Xavier face off prior to the DukeIllinois game.
Three of the teams that pu lled off major
upsets wil1 have their chance to cause further
pain in this year's to'umey. After major wins.
it is hard to doubt these teams' chances just
yet because any team is capable of p ulling off
some more magic to land a place in the Final
Four.
For those who still have a chance in their
pool, the UABs of the Big Dance are hungry
to hear more brackets being crumpled and
thrown away.

photos by Jake lowary/The News

Junior guard Adam Chiles leaps through the air to thwart the advance of Illinois guard Dee Brown.
Three lllini
attack Victor
in the second
hall of the
tou rname n t
game against
Illinois to try
to force his
shot. Illinois is
one of the few

.tn
111

' '"",

big~name

teams
that
still has a
chance
at
advanciDg to
the Elite Eight
as it faces
national powerhouse Duke,
tonight at the
Geo r gia
Dome
in
Atlanta.

Senior forward Cuthbert Victor
jumps to attempt a block in the Racers' first-round loss to Dlioois.
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COME CELEBRATE
witfftlare'nce Dobbins

•
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at The Big Apple's 21st Anniversary Party
- - ------- April 1, 2004 - - - - over 200.000 visitors have viewed menus from the 30 restaurants at
www.murraymenus.com & www.paducahmenus.com in the last year!

(';;aucahMenus.Com

{;1!-~ayMenus.Com

~r;1f•, time toeol au to> l'...SucUlrlern...Com.• ~·· daMto ..tpto M..,nyM<Iflua.Co-.•

~ J.

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
- HEADQUARTERS

·' 1\ ~r.(.j}•s ........ J.ab!'G!) s ,

_

Fo171Ull Wear, Limousines and Vans

·

304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
www.mrjsladyjs.com

No Foolin'

We are h,wing a blow oi a salt>,like nE'ver before on all items

Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversaries '
1-888-FOR MRJS .
Toll Free Nationwide
l-888-9LUXURY
1-888-367· 6757

Wild Raspberry's 4th Anniversary Scrapbooking Sale
April 3, 2004 from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

1-888-958-9879

t§fri.e !JEs~r&tfitmf tJD~J Sptro

Fuu. BuFFET ON

NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

TUESDAY AND

except those since l-IlA. Register for our scrap-basket giVe away
and our super drawing with gifts retai!Jng ovt•r $100.00
753-0859 • Downtown Court Square • 416 Main St.

WEDNESDAY

NIGHTS!
MSUSTUDENT
DISCOUNT 15°/o OFF
WITH I.D.
12TH

& CHESTNUT STREETS
MURRAY

____,~l t;~agic

[]iran
1309 Johnson Blvd: • Murray •

DINE-IN OR CARRYOUT

(270)759-9205
OEUVERY

(270)759-4646

Den 't Forget!
We now have "pull on tires" - name brand, almost new!

EVERY DAY: Oil/filter only $18.95
Up to 6 quapts of a basic bl'and oil! ~

MECHANICS ON HAND DAILY!
.Mon. - Sat. • 8 a.m. - 5:30 .p.m.

Aprill is the priority filing
date for student financial
aid applications for
2004-2005 requesting
grants (non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.

APPLY TODAY!

GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where " The Golden Rule" is our policy!

Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall • Base~nent

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

or www.murraystate.edufsecsv/ flnaneialfapptieations.htm

COME ON IN!I NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
OUR TEAM OF MECHANICS IS QUAUFIEDI
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Dark cloud hovers
I believe in aecond
chances.
Wben people screw
up and want anocher go
at it. rm an for forJiveness. But just make
sure you don't mea up
apin. There should be
no third or fourth
chances.
People such u Pete
Rose. Todd Benuzzi

and Janet Jackson. I
foraivc you. Perhaps
you messed up. but I
believe people ahould
be forgiven. Give tbelil
tbe chance to redeem
• • • • • themselves
and learn
from their mistakes.
However, the time for fcqiveaeu of a
particular Murray State basketball play~

bas come to •

ovc~ gt~at

unfcJrlun.- ~

uae weretbeRaeen . . . .weaiUIIe•

of 10 pmea. comios off • otpe VllleJ
Conference Chanipi~ ~ ovc

and....,.

OVC titan Austin Peay,
aD hell
broke 1oolc.
Two MUJTay State .......,. pJariri
am.sted for a variety oftbia~ ' - .ne1y
possession of marijuaa
topped off a week thlt w. ·~ liD lie

a,........,

great.

The main culprit in the Wbble melt wu
the IUY who had a1Jeldy IJeill8
once this seuoft for "tndina ._. liiet.'"
JCelviD 8rowa bad biJ .ecoa6 ~ llld
DOW be aeecll • one-way tiel* .,_. to
where he came from.
8rowD bepn his coiJeF . . . . .......
Florida where be Wll . . . . . . . .
aca"demic reuoos. Browil"s career • SbUtb
Florida lasted just a 1flll·
After a year·lonJ adotat a .Jildf:Jr colJqi.

IU•"*sd

''The lastiq image we'll
hate fit Btwa.W be
hml b1idl1ccl illa closet
bicfinafml'il ~like
Rae~ ~.in the.
trunk of . . . ''

--of

BEFORE
GOING

TO THE
SHOE
TREE,
COAtE
TOUSI
The Mu,.,.,y State

New• w•nta to
te.ture your
enpgement.nd
Wedding
•nnouncements

on • specl•l .,.,.
monthJ

••ch

Pick up • form
In the IMIVISfOOIII,
or submit JOUI'
lnfolm.tlon online
www...........
• ..., . . . pic,
• we can W your

,.,..,

.........,,....ty,

........,....•

and recent ........

\
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•

basketball season

